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All projects carry risk – especially those involving information systems and technology. 
Statistically, the failure rate is huge, but success has very little to do with an organisation’s 
size, the complexity of the change or the legal thoroughness of the various contracts involved. 
While all of those factors play their part, the most common cause of failure is the difficulty of 
resourcing – and, most of all, the difficulty of project and change management resourcing.

Trained and equipped by the partners and senior consultants at Adapta, our pool of 
experienced and accredited associates are ready to take up the reins on your project at short 
notice. We only work with organisations in the not-for-profit sector and so we know in 
advance the kinds of issues our project and change managers will face – that means we can 
prepare them for your challenges before they get started, so that they can hit the ground 
running and quickly make the difference you need. 

Adapta Resourcing is designed to be the difference between success and failure, taking our help to the next level, by 
providing programme, project and change managers to work on-site with our clients on either short- or long-term 
engagements. 

Over the years, Adapta Consulting has helped the broadest range of organisations in the sector through the process of 
introducing change. We number qualified practitioners in PRINCE2, MSP (Managing successful programmes) and Agile 
among our teams. More importantly, we draw on a combined total of more than 200 years’ experience of systems 
implementation, working with charities, membership bodies and others at every level. 

When it comes to implementation, even the best-funded organisations struggle to secure the 
right project resources. Charities, membership bodies and others in the sector face an 

especially difficult challenge, given the expectation that funding, subscriptions and support 
will always be focused on the strategic aims and front-line objectives of the organisation. As 

a result, managers and staff often find themselves seconded into unfamiliar areas, doing 
their best and often working unsupported.

All our project and change managers are backed by the team at Adapta, which means they 
have access to our project office library of project materials, built up over the years. More 

importantly, they – and you – get the benefit of Adapta’s knowledge and experience at every 
point in the process. In effect, we provide the wide range of skills and abilities you need but 

concentrated through your own resource on site for as long as you need it. 

If you would like to know more about how Adapta Resourcing can help you
today, contact us on 020 7250 4788 or email us at resourcing@adaptaconsulting.co.uk 
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“Unlike many consultants, Adapta won’t tell you what you expect to hear. They will be very honest 
and challenging and, even if some of what they say is uncomfortable to hear, it means you end up 
getting better advice.”

Phil Durbin – Former Head of Corporate Systems, Salvation Army

We have helped many charities and non-profit organisations with their projects, including:

Adapta Resourcing is a specialist service provided by Adapta Consulting.

At Adapta, we work exclusively with charities, membership bodies, grant-making trusts, and others in 
the not-for-profit sector. Our team of consultants provide support at every stage of programme, 
project and change management, drawing on many years’ experience to help you plan ahead, avoid 
pitfalls and achieve success.

Every organisation we work with is different, but our broad and deep experience means that we can 
adapt quickly to the culture, systems and structures of our clients while also providing independent 
guidance and management to anticipate and mitigate what we know are the likely risks. 

If you would like to know more about how Adapta Resourcing can help you
today, contact us on 020 7250 4788 or email us at resourcing@adaptaconsulting.co.uk 


